SKYWARD TEACHER REPORTS

Progress Reports

**Progress Detail:** \((\text{Curr Term};\text{No Count};\text{Ungraded};\text{Comments};\text{Sig};\text{Attn Totals})\): Displays ALL assignments and grades. It is the most detailed progress report. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Attendance Totals
- Assignment Comments
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- **Prints Ungraded Assignments**

**Progress Detail:** \((\text{Curr Term};\text{No Count};\text{Comments};\text{Sig};\text{Attn Totals})\): This report is the same as the above except it does NOT print ungraded assignments.

- Student Name
- Attendance Totals
- Assignment Comments
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- **DOES NOT** Print Ungraded Assignments
Progress Detail: (Curr Term;No Count;Ungraded;Comments;Sig;No Attn): This report is the same as above except it DOES NOT display attendance totals. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Does NOT Display Attendance Totals
- Assignment Comments
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- DOES Print Ungraded Assignments

Progress Detail: (Curr Term;No Count;Comments;Sig;No Attn): This report is the same as above except it DOES NOT display attendance totals nor ungraded assignments. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Assignment Comments
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- DOES NOT Print Ungraded Assignments

Enhanced Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term;No Count;Ungraded;Comments;Sig;Attn Totals): This is one of the most organized and easiest to read progress report. Displays ALL assignments and grades. It is the most detailed progress report. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Attendance Totals
- Assignment Comments
- Missing Indicator and Reason
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- Prints Ungraded Assignments
Enhanced Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term; No Count; Comments; Sig; Attn Totals): This is one of the most organized and easiest to read progress report. This report is the same as above except it DOES NOT display attendance totals nor ungraded assignments. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Attendance Totals
- Assignment Comments
- Missing Indicator and Reason
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- DOES NOT Print Ungraded Assignments

Enhanced Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term; No Count; Ungraded; Comments; Sig; No Attn): This is one of the most organized and easiest to read progress report. This report is the same as above except it DOES NOT display attendance totals. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Assignment Comments
- Missing Indicator and Reason
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- DOES Print Ungraded Assignments
Enhanced Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term; No Count; Comments; Sig; No Attn): This is one of the most organized and easiest to read progress report. This report is the same as above except it DOES NOT display attendance totals nor ungraded assignments. Report includes:

- Student Name
- Assignment Comments
- Missing Indicator and Reason
- Earned and Possible Points
- Percent Earned
- Grade Mark (Average)
- Special Codes
- Signature Line
- 1 Student per Page
- DOES NOT Print Ungraded Assignments

Progress Summary: (Curr Term; No ID; Sig): Displays the averages for all students. Shows the average as both percent and rounded average. All students are on 1 page. Does NOT display Student ID number. Sorts by students’ first name, last name. Has a Signature Line.

Progress Summary: (Curr Term; Show ID; Sig): Displays the averages for all students. Shows the average as both percent and rounded average. All students are on 1 page. DOES display Student ID number. Sorts by students’ last name, first name. Has a Signature Line.

Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term; Sig): Displays a current progress report for ALL students in every section taught by the teacher running the report. 1 student per page. Sorts first by class period, and then by student last name, first name. Does not display individual assignments, just minor and major category averages. Has a Signature Line.

Multi-Class Progress Report: (Curr Term; No Sig): The same report as above except it DOES NOT have a Signature Line.